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Over the past year, the COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the shift to a new paradigm for economies and 
markets, characterized by near-zero interest rates, coordinated monetary and fiscal policy (Monetary Policy 
3/MP3), and heightened internal and external conflict. While the pandemic was an accelerant, we believe a shift 
to this new paradigm was inevitable over time and that the key elements of this new environment will remain long 
after the virus passes.  
 

Among the more significant impacts of the shift: 
 

• The usage of MP3 will likely be pushed to its limits until it results in excesses of some kind—whether inflation, 
currency weakness, and/or asset bubbles. In addition to the fact that other conventional levers are not 
available, the flexibility of MP3 offers the potential to deal with such problems as the income/wealth gap, low 
productivity, and strategic economic development. Initial uses of the tool have proved to be effective and 
popular with voters, particularly in the US, so expect more until constraints are faced.  

 

MP3 brings with it a new set of dynamics. Fiscal spending financed by money printing routes money and credit 
to new areas of the economy that are not otherwise reached by an interest-rate-driven monetary policy (MP1) 
or a QE-driven policy (MP2)—for example, checks to middle- and lower-income groups. This creates more 
potential for good and more potential for bad, depending on the quality of the decisions made and the quality 
of this new set of economic decision makers. 

 

• There is a need for an investment alternative to nominal government bonds. With yields near zero, nominal 
bonds are limited in their ability to provide either return or diversification. Wealth is being destroyed through 
the holding of cash and bonds via negative real yields, favoring debtors and debt relief in these latter stages of 
the long-term debt cycle. 

 

The inability of discount rates to fall makes all assets riskier, including equities, heightening the need for an 
alternative diversifier to nominal bonds. By favoring debtors in relation to asset holders, central banks have 
made bonds more of a funding vehicle for investors than an investment vehicle. 

 

• Cash is not safe. Investors moving to cash in response to these risks will experience near-zero nominal returns 
and potentially terrible real returns (i.e., cash could destroy wealth in a big way). Policy makers are actively 
trying to diminish the value of cash relative to other things to stimulate spending and have every incentive to 
generate inflation while keeping nominal rates low. 

 

In the near term, the devaluation of cash raises asset returns as money moves out the risk curve. Over time, 
this lowers their cash flow yields and expected returns and increases the risks of wealth destruction from a 
subsequent reversal of liquidity conditions and rise in real yields. 

 

• The ongoing need for MP3 in the US and the strength of China through the recent crisis bring us closer to 
the decline of the dollar as a global reserve currency. The printing of money and the rebalancing of global 
economic power call for a deeper consideration of currency as a separate source of return and risk, which can 
be managed independently. 
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In forming an investment response to these conditions, it is important to recognize that the sequence of linkages 
related to policy moves is quite different and in some important respects the opposite of the world that we are 
accustomed to. 
 
In an MP1 world, you have an interest-rate-driven monetary policy. The central bank changes interest rates 
enough to alter the economics of borrowing and lending, leading to a change in spending, leading to a change in 
incomes. In order to have a significant impact on spending, interest rates need to change by hundreds of basis 
points. The average interest rate cut required to reverse a downturn has been about 500 basis points, and it’s taken 
rate rises of more than 300 basis points to slow an overheating economy. 
 
In an MP2 world, you have a QE-driven monetary policy. It works in similar sequence as MP1, with QE driving up 
asset prices in order to impact people’s economics and stimulating spending in order to raise incomes. Again, the 
action is taken on markets, which changes the economics of wealth and sentiment, which impacts spending, which 
impacts income. 
 
In an MP3 world, the sequence reverses and the key decision makers change. Fiscal policy and monetary policy 
are coordinated. The fiscal authority borrows money, typically funded by the central bank’s money printing. Then 
the government directs the money into the economy to achieve their goals—raising incomes in order to raise 
spending or spending directly on their own. Interest rates are suppressed by the central bank so that a rise in 
interest rates does not offset the fiscal stimulation until either conditions change or something snaps and the 
central bank loses control. 
 
These conditions raise big questions regarding asset allocation and active management. For example, the level 
of yields is distorted and wealth is destroyed rather than increased by holding cash and bonds, making cash and 
bonds an attractive funding vehicle rather than an investment vehicle. The pricing of assets may or may not 
properly reflect their cash flow yield. And monetization calls into question the value of one currency in relation to 
another and in relation to tangible assets. Inflation is an imminent risk. 
 
Given the potential for distortions, we think that it makes sense to give explicit, separate consideration to a 
portfolio’s cash flow stream, the pricing of that cash flow stream, and its currency denomination. You can think 
of active management as a matter of engineering these three components to achieve a desired return and risk 
objective.  
 
This approach diverges from the traditional approach, which starts with a market-cap-weighted index and then 
defines active management as alpha relative to that index. Whether you explicitly recognize it or not, that world 
is based on a CAPM view of markets, which is based on what is now a deeply flawed assumption that “all investors 
are rational and profit-maximizing.” In an MP3 world, and especially in the US where fiscal action has been 
strongest, the biggest players impacting markets are policy makers who drive income, spending, and interest rates 
based on policy objectives. When the market cap of bonds rises because policy makers drive the yield to zero or 
negative, does that mean that you should hold more of them? The same question applies to other assets that are 
impacted by these policies. It is a matter of mechanics that market caps rise when yields fall. Thus, market-cap-
based investing can lead to a portfolio that generates a low cash flow yield over time and is therefore reliant on 
continued price appreciation driven by incremental declines in yields and the policies that have driven yields down 
to where they are now. 
 
On the other hand, an MP3 world creates other opportunities. The production and distribution of liquidity is likely 
to sustain a higher level of nominal spending in the pockets of the economy that receive those funds as income, 
and the expansion of fiscal deficits raises nominal spending in aggregate. Recognizing where those cash flows will 
occur can be a reliable source of return over time. And funding them with devalued cash can be a source of 
additional “spread” up to the point that MP3 policies hit constraints. An equity portfolio can be actively managed, 
not just to beat a distorted index but as a targeted total or real return portfolio. Through this process, a higher 
probability of achieving a portfolio’s required return can be achieved. 
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It is important to recognize that the characteristics of this MP3 world are not the same everywhere around the 
globe. They are far more prevalent in the West than in the East, calling for better balance between the two. 
 
The secular divergence between East and West existed before the pandemic and has been accelerated by it. 
Whereas the economic damage of the virus in the West was addressed through massive, monetized government 
deficits, the East managed their way through it faster, and with less damage to balance sheets, by altering human 
behavior. In our view, this step change in balance sheet conditions and policy orientation has brought forward what 
was already an unfolding decline in the attractiveness of US dollar bonds and US dollars as a reserve currency. And 
as a rising alternative, China is now more actively promoting their assets and investment markets to international 
investors, with these goals recently communicated in their 14th Five-Year Plan. 
 
As for our own response to this environment, over the past year we have developed a number of new investment 
strategies designed to align with this world and to profit from it, with more coming. For example, tactically funding 
diversified assets with cash when wealth is being destroyed in cash, continuing our research into an “alt-cash” 
portfolio that is designed to protect against wealth destruction, creating stable cash flow streams from equities 
and then hedging the residual price volatility, achieving better balance between East and West, and building better 
balance between longer-term yield-based alphas and shorter-term price-based alphas are logical responses to this 
new world that we all live in.  
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